Title

Life hacks - using video to make boring things fun

Brief description of
clip

Jamie Keddie contributed this session to our Video for All Live!
Conference. He encourages us to embrace to potential of role
shifting, empowering learners to take control of the recording and
editing processes to become creators of content, making video
stories. He uses the example of vloggers to inspire teachers to
capitalise on informal learning opportunities.

Difficulty rating of
easy
production
(easy/intermediate/
complex)
Recommended
CEFR level

B1+

Technical details

Learners can set up their own YouTube or Vimeo channel in order to
share a homework task which requires that they make a video for
sharing.
They will need a recording device (mobile phone or tablet with
internet access) in order to upload content. Free editing software
can be used (such as Freemake) to tidy up the clip prior to
uploading. This sort of sharing is often informal and technically not
very advanced.
Students need to be aware of copyright and Creative Commons
licences, see guidance on Video for All website. They may need
advice on safety online and guidance on appropriate presentation
and language use. You could recommend that when they upload
their content they share privately at first and don’t go public until it
has been reviewed.

Suggestions
(preparation/pre
and post activities)

Task types include:
Life hacks - a demonstration of something which makes life easier,
everyone’s an expert at something.
review videos - review a game/book to share
Haul videos - show and tell for example what you bought at the
shops
Food videos - recipes and meal descriptions (can be commentary
only)
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get ready with me - daily routines
List videos - 50 things about...
These genres can help to inspire the creation of a task that is
suitable for your context.
Ideas for
application in
different contexts

Can be applied to all sectors and communities for formal and
informal learning. There are large communities of gamers, teachers,
sports people etc. who share ideas in this way.

Useful links

Crazy Russian Hacker
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCe_vXdMrHHseZ_esYUskSBw
Jamie’s Lessonstream site:
http://lessonstream.org/
Jamie’s G+ channel
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+JamieKeddie
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